A numerical semigroup is a subset of N containing 0, closed under addition and with finite complement in N. An important example of numerical semigroup is given by the Weierstrass semigroup at one point of a curve. In the theory of algebraic geometry codes, Weierstrass semigroups are crucial for defining bounds on the minimum distance as well as for defining improvements on the dimension of codes. We present these applications and some theoretical problems related to classification, characterization and counting of numerical semigroups.
Introduction
Numerical semigroups are probably one of the most simple mathematical objects. However they are involved in very hard (and some very old) problems. They can also be found in several applied fields such as error-correcting codes, cryptography, or combinatorial structures for privacy applications.
In the present chapter we present numerical semigroups with some of the related classical problems and we explore their importance in the field of algebraicgeometry codes.
The material is divided into two parts. In the first part we give a brief introduction to Weierstrass semigroups as the paradigmatic example of numerical semigroups, we present some classical problems related to general numerical semigroups, we deal with some problems on classification and characterization of numerical semigroups which have an application to coding theory, and we finally present a conjecture on counting numerical semigroups by their genus.
In the second part we present one-point algebraic-geometry codes and we focus on the applications that numerical semigroups have for defining bounds on the minimum distance as well as for defining improvements on the dimension of these codes. Based on the decoding algorithm for one-point codes one can deduce sufficient conditions for decoding, and from these conditions one can define minimal sets of parity checks (and so codes with improved correction capability) either for correcting any kind of error or at least for guaranteeing the correction of the so-called generic errors. The decoding conditions are related to the associated Weierstrass semigroups and so the improvements can be defined in terms of semigroups.
1 Numerical semigroups 1.1 Paradigmatic example: Weierstrass semigroups on algebraic curves
Algebraic curves
Consider a field K and a bivariate polynomial f (x, y) ∈ K[x, y]. IfK is the algebraic closure of K, the (plane) affine curve associated to f is the set of points inK 2 at which f vanishes. Now given a homogeneous polynomial F (X, Y, Z) ∈ K[X, Y, Z] the (plane) projective curve associated to F is the set of points in P 2 (K) at which F vanishes. We use the notation X F to denote it. From the affine curve defined by the polynomial f (x, y) of degree d we can obtain a projective curve defined by the homogenization of f , that is, f * (X, Y, Z)
Conversely, a projective curve defined by a homogeneous polynomial F (X, Y, Z) defines three affine curves with dehomogenized polynomials F (x, y, 1), F (1, u, v), F (w, 1, z). The points (a, b) ∈K 2 of the affine curve defined by f (x, y) correspond to the points (a : b : 1) ∈ P 2 (K) of X f * . Conversely, the points (X : Y : Z) with Z = 0 (resp. X = 0, Y = 0) of a projective curve X F correspond to the points of the affine curve defined by F (x, y, 1) (resp. F (1, u, v), F (w, 1, z)) and so they are called affine points of F (x, y, 1). The points with Z = 0 are said to be at infinity.
In the case K = F q , any point of X F is in P 2 (F q m ) for some m. If L/K is a field extension we define the L-rational points of X as the points in the set X F (L) = X F ∩ L 2 . We will assume that F is irreducible in any field extension of K (i.e. absolutely irreducible). Otherwise the curve is a proper union of two curves.
If two polynomials in K(X, Y, Z) differ by a multiple of F , when evaluating them at a point of X F we obtain the same value. Thus it makes sense to consider K(X, Y, Z)/(F ). Since F is irreducible, K(X, Y, Z)/(F ) is an integral domain and we can construct its field of fractions Q F . For evaluating one such fraction at a projective point we want the result not to depend on the representative of the projective point. Hence, we require the numerator and the denominator to have one representative each, which is a homogeneous polynomial and both having the same degree. The function field of X F , denoted K(X F ), is the set of elements of Q F admitting one such representation. Its elements are the rational functions of X F . We say that a rational function f ∈ K(X F ) is regular in a point P if there exists a representation of it as a fraction
G(X,Y,Z) H(X,Y,Z)
with H(P ) = 0. In this case we define f (P ) =
G(P )
H(P ) . The ring of all rational functions regular in P is denoted O P . Again it is an integral domain and this time its field of fractions is K(X F ).
Let P ∈ X F be a point. If all the partial derivatives F X , F Y , F Z vanish at P then P is said to be a singular point. Otherwise it is said to be a simple point. Curves without singular points are called non-singular, regular or smooth curves.
From now on we will assume that F is absolutely irreducible and that X F is smooth.
The genus of a smooth plane curve X F may be defined as
For general curves the genus is defined using differentials on a curve which is out of the purposes of this survey.
Weierstrass semigroup
Theorem 1. Consider a point P in the projective curve X F . There exists t ∈ O P such that for any non-zero f ∈ K(X F ) there exists a unique integer v P (f ) with
for some u ∈ O P with u(P ) = 0. The value v P (f ) depends only on X F , P . If G(X, Y, Z) and H(X, Y, Z) are two homogeneous polynomials of degree 1 such that G(P ) = 0, H(P ) = 0, and G is not a constant multiple of F X (P )X +F Y (P )Y + F Z (P )Z, then we can take t to be the class in O P of Lemma 2.
1. v P (f ) = ∞ if and only if f = 0 2. v P (λf ) = v P (f ) for all non-zero λ ∈ K 3. v P (f g) = v P (f ) + v P (g)
4.
v P (f + g) min{v P (f ), v P (g)} and equality holds if v P (f ) = v P (g)
5.
If v P (f ) = v P (g) 0 then there exists λ ∈ K such that v P (f − λg) > v P (f ).
Let L(mP ) be the set of rational functions having only poles at P and with pole order at most m. It is a K-vector space and so we can define l(mP )= dim K (L(mP )). One can prove that l(mP ) is either l((m−1)P ) or l((m−1)P )+1. There exists a rational function f ∈ K(X F ) having only one pole at P with v P (f ) = −m if and only if l(mP ) = l((m − 1)P ) + 1.
Let A = m 0 L(mP ), that is, A is the ring of rational functions having poles only at P . Define Λ = {−v P (f ) : f ∈ A \ {0}}. It is obvious that Λ ⊆ N 0 , where N 0 denotes the set of all non-negative integers. 1. Constant functions f = a have no poles and satisfy v P (a) = 0 for all P ∈ X F . Hence, 0 ∈ Λ.
If m, m
′ ∈ Λ then there exist f, g ∈ A with v P (f ) = −m, v P (g) = −m ′ . Now, by Lemma 2, v P (f g) = −(m + m ′ ) and so m + m ′ ∈ Λ.
3. The well-known Riemann-Roch theorem implies that l(mP ) = m + 1 − g if m 2g − 1. On one hand this means that m ∈ Λ for all m 2g, and on the other hand, this means that l(mP ) = l((m − 1)P ) only for g different values of m. So, the number of elements in N 0 which are not in Λ is equal to the genus.
The three properties of a subset of N 0 in the previous lemma will constitute the definition of a numerical semigroup. The particular numerical semigroup of the lemma is called the Weierstrass semigroup at P and the elements in N 0 \ Λ are called the Weierstrass gaps.
Examples
Example 4 (Hermitian curve). Let q be a prime power. The Hermitian curve H q over F q 2 is defined by the affine equation x q+1 = y q + y and homogeneous equation
It is easy to see that its partial derivatives are
and so there is no projective point at which H q is singular. The point P ∞ = (0 : 1 : 0) is the unique point of H q at infinity.
We have 
We have seen that q, q + 1 ∈ Λ. In this case Λ contains what we will call later the semigroup generated by q, q + 1 whose complement in N 0 has q(q−1) 2 = g elements. Since we know that the complement of Λ in N 0 also has g elements, this means that both semigroups are the same.
For further details on the Hermitian curve see [66, 35] .
Example 5 (Klein quartic).
The Klein quartic over F q is defined by the affine equation x 3 y + y 3 + x = 0. We shall see that if gcd(q, 7) = 1 then K is smooth. Its defining homogeneous polynomial is F = X 3 Y + Y 3 Z + Z 3 X and its partial derivatives are
By hypothesis gcd(q, 7) = 1 and so either Y = 0 or Z = 0. In the first case, F Y = 0 implies X = 0 and F X = 0 implies Z = 0, a contradiction, and in the second case, F Y = 0 implies X = 0 and
Let P 0 = (0 : 0 : 1). One can easily check that P 0 ∈ K. We have 
is an integer, only the third equality is possible, which leads to the conclusion that v P0 (
gives that at least one of the next equalities holds
Again only the third equality is possible and this leads to v P0 ( X Z ) = 3. Now we consider the rational functions f ij =
We have already seen that v P0 (f ij ) = −2i − 3j and we want to see under which conditions f ij ∈ ∪ m 0 L(mP 0 ). This is equivalent to see when it has no poles rather than P 0 . The poles of f ij may only be at points with X = 0 and so only at P 0 and P 1 = (0 : 1 : 0). Using the symmetries of the curve we get v P1 ( 
This set has exactly
gaps which is the genus of K m . So it is exactly the Weierstrass semigroup at P 0 . For further details on the Klein quartic we refer the reader to [56, 35] .
Basic notions and problems
A numerical semigroup is a subset Λ of N 0 containing 0, closed under summation and with finite complement in N 0 . A general reference on numerical semigroups is [59] .
Genus, conductor, gaps, non-gaps, enumeration
For a numerical semigroup Λ define the genus of Λ as the number g = #(N 0 \Λ) and the conductor of Λ as the unique integer c ∈ Λ such that c − 1 ∈ Λ and c + N 0 ⊆ Λ. The elements in Λ are called the non-gaps of Λ while the elements in N 0 \ Λ are called the gaps of Λ. The enumeration of Λ is the unique increasing bijective map λ : N 0 −→ Λ. We will use λ i for λ(i).
Lemma 6. Let Λ be a numerical semigroup with conductor c, genus g, and enumeration λ. The following are equivalent.
Proof. First of all notice that if g(i) is the number of gaps smaller than λ i , then λ i = g(i)+ i. To see that (i) and (iii) are equivalent notice that λ i c ⇐⇒ g(i) = g ⇐⇒ g(i) + i = g + i ⇐⇒ λ i = g + i. Now, from this equivalence we deduce that c = λ c−g . Since λ is increasing we deduce that λ i c = λ c−g if and only if i c − g.
Generators, Apéry set
The generators of a numerical semigroup are those non-gaps which can not be obtained as a sum of two smaller non-gaps. If a 1 , . . . , a l are the generators of a semigroup Λ then Λ = {n 1 a 1 + · · · + n l a l : n 1 , . . . , n l ∈ N 0 } and so a 1 , . . . , a l are necessarily coprime. If a 1 , . . . , a l are coprime, we call {n 1 a 1 + · · · + n l a l : n 1 , . . . , n l ∈ N 0 } the semigroup generated by a 1 , . . . , a l and denote it by a 1 , . . . , a l .
The non-gap λ 1 is always a generator. If for each integer i from 0 to λ 1 − 1 we consider w i to be the smallest non-gap in Λ that is congruent to i modulo λ 1 , then each non-gap of Λ can be expressed as w i + kλ 1 for some i ∈ {0, . . . , λ 1 − 1} and some k ∈ N 0 . So, the generators different from λ 1 must be in {w 1 , . . . , w λ1−1 } and this implies that there is always a finite number of generators. The set {w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w λ1−1 } is called the Apéry set of Λ and denoted Ap(Λ). It is easy to check that it equals {l ∈ Λ : l − λ 1 ∈ Λ}. References related to the Apéry set are [1, 25, 60, 62, 43] .
Frobenius' coin exchange problem
Frobenius suggested the problem to determine the largest monetary amount that can not be obtained using only coins of specified denominations. A lot of information on the Frobenius' problem can be found in Ramírez Alfonsín's book [57] .
If the different denominations are coprime then the set of amounts that can be obtained form a numerical semigroup and the question is equivalent to determining the largest gap. This is why the largest gap of a numerical semigroup is called the Frobenius number of the numerical semigroup.
If the number of denominations is two and the values of the coins are a, b with a, b coprime, then Sylvester's formula [69] gives that the Frobenius number is
However, when the number of denominations is larger, there is no closed polynomial form as can be derived from the next result due to Curtis [18] .
Theorem 7.
There is no finite set of polynomials {f 1 , . . . , f n } such that for each choice of a, b, c ∈ N, there is some i such that the Frobenius number of a, b, c is f i (a, b, c).
Hurwitz question
It is usually attributed to Hurwitz the problem of determining whether there exist non-Weierstrass numerical semigroups, to which Buchweitz gave a positive answer, and the problem of characterizing Weierstrass semigroups. For these questions we refer the reader to [71, 38, 41] and all the citations therein.
A related problem is bounding the number of rational points of a curve using Weierstrass semigroups. One can find some bounds in [68, 42, 30] 
Wilf conjecture
The Wilf conjecture ( [73, 19] ) states that the number e of generators of a numerical semigroup of genus g and conductor c satisfies e c c − g .
It is easy to check it when the numerical semigroup is symmetric, that is, when c = 2g. In [19] the inequality is proved for many other cases. In [8] it was proved by brute approach that any numerical semigroup of genus at most 50 also satisfies the conjecture. Symmetric numerical semigroups have been widely studied. For instance in [39, 35, 16, 12] . Example 9. Semigroups generated by two integers are the semigroups of the form
for some integers a and b. For Λ having finite complement in N 0 it is necessary that a and b are coprime integers. Semigroups generated by two coprime integers are symmetric [39, 35] .
Geil introduces in [29] the norm-trace curve over F q r defined by the affine equation x
where q is a prime power. It has a single rational point at infinity and the Weierstrass semigroup at the rational point at infinity is generated by the two coprime integers (q r − 1)/(q − 1) and q r−1 . So, it is an example of a symmetric numerical semigroup. Properties on semigroups generated by two coprime integers can be found in [39] . For instance, the semigroup generated by a and b, has conductor equal to (a−1)(b−1), and any element l ∈ Λ can be written uniquely as l = ma + nb with m, n integers such that 0 m < b.
From the results in [35, Section 3.2] one can get, for any numerical semigroup Λ generated by two integers, the equation of a curve having a point whose Weierstrass semigroup is Λ.
Let us state now a lemma related to symmetric numerical semigroups.
Lemma 10. A numerical semigroup Λ with conductor c is symmetric if and only if for any non-negative integer
The proof can be found in [39, Remark 4.2] and [35, Proposition 5.7] . It follows by counting the number of gaps and non-gaps smaller than the conductor and the fact that if i is a non-gap then c − 1 − i must be a gap because otherwise c − 1 would also be a non-gap. In [58] the authors prove that the set of irreducible semigroups, that is, the semigroups that can not be expressed as a proper intersection of two numerical semigroups, is the union of the set of symmetric semigroups and the set of pseudo-symmetric semigroups.
Arf numerical semigroups
For further work on Arf numerical semigroups and generalizations we refer the reader to [2, 61, 13, 46] . For results on Arf semigroups related to coding theory, see [4, 17] .
Example 15. It is easy to check that the Weierstrass semigroup in Example 5 is Arf.
Let us state now two results on Arf numerical semigroups that will be used later.
Proof. Let us prove this by induction on k. It is obvious for k = 0 and k = 1. If k > 0 and i, i + j, i + kj ∈ Λ then (i + j)
Consequently, Arf semigroups are sparse semigroups [46] , that is, there are no two non-gaps in a row smaller than the conductor.
Let us give the definition of inductive numerical semigroups. They are an example of Arf numerical semigroups.
Definition 17.
A sequence (H n ) of numerical semigroups is called inductive if there exist sequences (a n ) and (b n ) of positive integers such that H 1 = N 0 and for n > 1, H n = a n H n−1 ∪ {m ∈ N 0 : m a n b n−1 }. A numerical semigroup is called inductive if it is a member of an inductive sequence [55, Definition 2.13] .
One can see that inductive numerical semigroups are Arf [17] . [54] that the numerical semigroups for the codes over F q 2 associated to the second tower of Garcia-Stichtenoth attaining the Drinfeld-Vlȃduţ bound [27] are given recursively by Λ 1 = N 0 and, for m > 0, The next lemma is proved in [17] .
Example 18. Pellikaan, Stichtenoth and Torres proved in
Λ m = q · Λ m−1 ∪ {i ∈ N 0 : i q m − q ⌊(m+1)/2⌋ }.
Lemma 20. The only Arf symmetric semigroups are hyperelliptic semigroups.
In order to show which are the only Arf pseudo-symmetric semigroups we need the Apéry set that was previously defined.
Proof. Let us prove first that 
. } (corresponding to the Klein quartic).
Proof. Let Λ be an Arf pseudo-symmetric numerical semigroup. Let us show first that Ap(Λ) = {0, λ 1 + (c − 1)/2, λ 1 + c − 1}. The inclusion ⊇ is obvious. In order to prove the opposite inclusion suppose l ∈ Ap(Λ), l ∈ {0,
On the other hand, if l = 0 then l λ 1 . Now, by the Arf condition,
If #Ap(Λ) = 2 then λ 1 = 2. But then Λ must be hyperelliptic and so Λ is not pseudo-symmetric.
So #Ap(Λ) must be 3. This implies that λ 1 = 3 and that 1 and 2 are gaps. 
Lemma 24. The numerical semigroup Λ is Arf if and only if for any
Proof. Suppose Λ is Arf. Then 0 ∈ S(l) and if
and it is larger than or equal to l. Thus, m 1 + m 2 ∈ S(l). The finiteness of the complement of S(l) is a consequence of the finiteness of the complement of Λ.
On the other hand, if Λ is such that S(l) is a numerical semigroup for any
Numerical semigroups generated by an interval
A numerical semigroup Λ is generated by an interval {i, i + 1, . . . , j} with i, j ∈ N 0 , i j if
A study of semigroups generated by intervals was carried out by García-Sánchez and Rosales in [28] . Proof. By Lemma 26, for the non-trivial semigroup Λ {i,...,j} generated by the interval {i, . . . , j}, the intervals of gaps between λ 0 and the conductor satisfy that the length of each interval is equal to the length of the previous interval minus j − i. On the other hand, the intervals of non-gaps between 1 and c − 1 satisfy that the length of each interval is equal to the length of the previous interval plus j − i. Now, by Lemma 12, (c − 1)/2 must be the first gap or the last gap of an interval of gaps. Suppose that it is the first gap of an interval of n gaps. If it is equal to 1 then c = 3 and Λ = {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . . }. Otherwise (c−1)/2 > λ 1 . Then, if Λ is pseudo-symmetric, the previous interval of non-gaps has length n − 1. Since Λ is generated by an interval, the first interval of non-gaps after (c − 1)/2 must have length n − 1 + j − i and since Λ is pseudo-symmetric the interval of gaps before (c − 1)/2 must have the same length. But since Λ is generated by an interval, the interval of gaps previous to (c − 1)/2 must have length n + j − i. This is a contradiction. The same argument proves that (c − 1)/2 can not be the last gap of an interval of gaps. So, the only possibility for a pseudosymmetric semigroup generated by an interval is when (c − 1)/2 = 1, that is, when Λ = {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . . }.
Example 25. The Weierstrass semigroup at the rational point at infinity of the Hermitian curve (Example 4) is generated by

Acute numerical semigroups Definition 30. We say that a numerical semigroup is ordinary if it is equal to
Almost all rational points on a curve of genus g over an algebraically closed field have Weierstrass semigroup of the form {0} ∪ {i ∈ N 0 : i g + 1}. Such points are said to be ordinary. This is why we call these numerical semigroups ordinary [32, 21, 67] . Caution must be taken when the characteristic of the ground field is p > 0, since there exist curves with infinitely many nonordinary points [68] .
Notice that N 0 is an ordinary numerical semigroup. It will be called the trivial numerical semigroup. 
Remark 33. For a numerical semigroup Λ different from N 0 the following are equivalent: 
If Λ is generated by an interval then it is acute.
Proof. If Λ is ordinary then it is obvious. Let us suppose that Λ is a nonordinary semigroup with genus g, conductor c, subconductor c ′ , dominant d and subdominant d ′ .
1. Suppose that Λ is symmetric. We know by Lemma 10 that a numerical semigroup Λ is symmetric if and only if for any non-negative integer i, if i is a gap, then c − 1 − i ∈ Λ. If moreover it is not ordinary, then 1 is a gap. So, c − 2 ∈ Λ and it is precisely the dominant.
2. Suppose that Λ is pseudo-symmetric. If 1 = (c − 1)/2 then c = 3 and Λ = {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . . } which is ordinary. Else if 1 = (c − 1)/2 then the proof is equivalent to the one for symmetric semigroups.
′ is in Λ and it is strictly larger than the dominant d. Hence it is larger than or equal to c. 4. Suppose that Λ is generated by the interval {i, i + 1, . . . , j}. Then, by Lemma 26, there exists k such that c = ki, c
In Figure 1 we summarize all the relations we have proved between acute semigroups, symmetric and pseudo-symmetric semigroups, Arf semigroups and semigroups generated by an interval. 
Characterization
Homomorphisms of semigroups
Homomorphisms of numerical semigroups, that is, maps f between numerical semigroups such that f (a + b) = f (a) + f (b), are exactly the scale maps f (a) = ka for all a, for some constant k 0. Indeed, if f is a homomorphism then
Furthermore, the unique surjective homomorphism is the identity. Indeed, for a semigroup Λ, the set kΛ is a numerical semigroup only if k = 1.
1.4.2
The ⊕ operation, the ν sequence, and the τ sequence
Next we define three important objects describing the addition behavior of a numerical semigroup.
for any i, j ∈ N 0 . Equivalently,
The subindex referring to the semigroup may be ommitted if the semigroup is clear by the context. The operation ⊕ is obviously commutative, associative, and has 0 as identity element. However there is in general no inverse element. Also, the operation ⊕ is compatible with the natural order of N 0 . That is, if a < b then a ⊕ c < b ⊕ c and c ⊕ a < c ⊕ b for any c ∈ N 0 . 2 2 4 5 7 8 9 11 
As before, if Λ is clear by the context then the subindex may be ommitted.
Definition 43. Given a numerical semigroup Λ, the set N i is defined by
The sequence ν i is defined by ν i = #N i . 
This lemma implies that any finite set in the sequence ν can be determined by a finite set of ⊕ values. Indeed, to compute ν i it is enough to know {j ⊕ k : 0 j, k i}.
Definition 47.
Given a numerical semigroup Λ define its τ sequence by τ i = max{j ∈ N 0 : exists k with j k i and j ⊕ Λ k = i}.
Notice that τ i is the largest element j in N i with λ j λ i /2. In particular, if λ i /2 ∈ Λ then τ i = λ −1 (λ i /2). Notice also that τ i is 0 if and only if λ i is either 0 or a generator of Λ.
Example 48.
In Table 1 we show the ν sequence and the τ sequence of the numerical semigroups generated by 4, 5 and generated by 6, 7, 8, 17. One difference between the τ sequence and the ν sequence is that, while in the ν sequence not all non-negative integers need to appear, in the τ sequence all of them appear. Notice for instance that 7 does not appear in the ν sequence of the numerical semigroup generated by 4 and 5 nor the numerical semigroup generated by 6, 7, 8, 17. The reason for which any non negative integer j appears in the τ sequence is that if λ i = 2λ j then τ i = j. Furthermore, the smallest i for which τ i = j corresponds to λ i = 2λ j . 
Characterization of a numerical semigroup by ⊕
The next result was proved in [6, 7] .
Lemma 49. The ⊕ operation uniquely determines a semigroup.
Proof. Suppose that two semigroups Λ = {λ 0 < λ 1 < . . . } and
Conversely to Lemma 49 we next prove that any finite set of ⊕ values is shared by an infinite number of semigroups. This was proved in [7] . 
Proof. It is obious that
By varying d in Lemma 50, we can see that although the values (i ⊕ j) 0 i,j of a numerical semigroup uniquely determine it, any subset (i ⊕ j) 0 i a,0 j b is exactly the corresponding subset of infinitely many numerical semigroups.
Characterization of a numerical semigroup by ν
We will use the following result on the values ν i . It can be found in [39, Theorem 3.8.].
Lemma 51. Let Λ be a numerical semigroup with genus g, conductor c and enumeration λ. Let g(i) be the number of gaps smaller than λ i and let
In particular, for all i 2c − g − 1 (or equivalently, for all i such that λ i 2c − 1),
Proof. The number of gaps smaller than λ i is g(i) but it is also #D(i) + #{l ∈ N 0 \ Λ : λ i − l ∈ Λ}, so,
On the other hand, the number of non-gaps which are at most λ i is i + 1 but it is also ν i + #{l ∈ Λ :
From equalities 1 and 2 we get
which leads to the desired result.
The next lemma shows that if a numerical semigroup is non-trivial then there exists at least one value k such that ν k = ν k+1 .
Lemma 52. Suppose
On the other hand, g(k + 1) = g and D(k + 1) = ∅. By Lemma 51 again, ν k+1 = k − g + 2 = ν k .
Lemma 53.
The trivial semigroup is the unique numerical semigroup with ν sequence equal to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . .
Proof.
As a consequence of Lemma 52 for any other numerical semigroup there is a value in the ν sequence that appears at least three times.
The next result was proved in [5, 6] .
Theorem 54. The ν sequence of a numerical semigroup determines it.
Proof. If Λ = N 0 then, by Lemma 53, its ν sequence is unique.
Suppose that Λ = N 0 . Then we can determine the genus and the conductor from the ν sequence. Indeed, let k = 2c − g − 2. In the following we will show how to determine k without the knowledge of c and g. By Lemma 52 it holds that ν k = ν k+1 = k − g + 2 and by Lemma 51 ν i = i − g + 1 for all i > k, which means that ν i+1 = ν i + 1 for all i > k. So,
We can now determine the genus as g = k + 2 − ν k and the conductor as
At this point we know that {0} ∈ Λ and {i ∈ N 0 : i c} ⊆ Λ and, furthermore, {1, c − 1} ⊆ N 0 \ Λ. It remains to determine for all i ∈ {2, . . . , c − 2} whether i ∈ Λ. Let us assume i ∈ {2, . . . , c − 2}.
On one hand, c − 1 + i − g > c − g and so λ c−1+i−g > c. This means that g(c − 1 + i − g) = g and hence
On the other hand, if we defineD(i) to bẽ
So, from (3) and (4),
This gives an inductive procedure to decide whether i belongs to Λ decreasingly from i = c − 2 to i = 2.
Remark 55.
From the proof of Theorem 54 we see that a semigroup can be determined by k = max{i : ν i = ν i+1 } and the values ν i for i ∈ {c − g + 1, . . . , 2c − g − 3}.
Remark 56. Lemma 49 is a consequence of Lemma 45 and Theorem 54.
Conversely to Theorem 54 we next prove that any finite set of ν values is shared by an infinite number of semigroups. This was proved in [7] . Thus, the construction just given to determine a numerical semigroup from its ν sequence can only be performed if we know the behavior of the infinitely many values in the ν sequence. 
Proof. It is obvious that
As a consequence of Lemma 57, although the sequence ν of a numerical semigroup uniquely determines it, any subset (ν i ) 0 i k−1 is exactly the set of the first k values of the ν sequence of infinitely many semigroups. In fact, by varying d among the positive integers, we get an infinite set of semigroups, all of them sharing the first k values in the ν sequence.
It would be interesting to find which sequences of positive integers correspond to the sequence ν of a numerical semigroup. By now, only some necessary conditions can be stated, for instance,
• there exists k such that ν i+1 = ν i + 1 for all i k, 21
Characterization of a numerical semigroup by τ
In this section we show that a numerical semigroup is determined by its τ sequence. This was proved in [10] .
Lemma 58. Let Λ be a numerical semigroup with enumeration λ, conductor c > 2, genus g, and dominant d. Then
At least one of the following statements holds
If i = 0 then λ (2c−g−2)+2i = λ 2c−g−2 and since c > 2 this is equal to 2c − 2. Now λ 2c−g−2 /2 = c − 1 and the largest non-gap which is at most c − 1 is d. On the other hand,
Similarly, the largest non-gap which is at most λ 2c−g−1 /2 is d and
2. If c = 3 then g = 2 and λ (2c−g−2)−2 = λ 0 and τ (2c−g−2)−2 = 0 = c − g − 1. Assume c 4.
Suppose now d c − 4. In this case λ (2c−g−2)−2 /2 = c − 2, which is between d and c, and
Lemma 59. The trivial semigroup is the unique numerical semigroup with τ sequence equal to 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, . . ..
Proof.
It is enough to check that for any other numerical semigroup there is a value in the τ sequence that appears at least three times. If c = 2 then τ 0 = τ 1 = τ 2 = 0. If c > 2, by Lemma 58, τ 2c−g−2 = τ 2c−g−1 and they are equal to at least one of τ 2c−g−3 and τ 2c−g−4 .
Theorem 60. The τ sequence of a numerical semigroup determines it.
Proof. Let k be the minimum integer such that τ k+2i = τ k+2i+1 and τ k+2i+2 = τ k+2i+1 + 1 for all i ∈ N 0 . If k = 0, by Lemma 59, Λ = N 0 . Assume k > 0.
By Lemma 58, if c > 2, k = 2c − g − 2 and τ k = c − g − 1. So,
This result can be extended to the case c = 2 since in this case c = 2, g = 1, k = 1 and τ k = 0. This determines λ i = i + g for all i c − g. Now we can determine λ c−g−1 , λ c−g−2 , and so on using that the smallest j for which τ j = i corresponds to λ j = 2λ i . That is, λ i = 1 2 min{λ j : τ j = i}. We have just seen that any numerical semigroup is uniquely determined by its τ sequence. The next lemma shows that no finite subset of τ can determine the numerical semigroup. This result is analogous to [7, Proposition 2.2.]. In this case it refers to the ν sequence instead of the τ sequence. 
As a consequence of Lemma 61, although the sequence τ of a numerical semigroup uniquely determines it, any subset (τ i ) 0 i r−1 is exactly the set of the first r values of the τ sequence of infinitely many semigroups. In fact, by varying m among the positive integers, we get an infinite set of semigroups, all of them sharing the first r values in the τ sequence.
Counting
We are interested on the number n g of numerical semigoups of genus g. It is obvious that n 0 = 1 since N 0 is the unique numerical semigroup of genus 0. On the other hand, if 1 is in a numerical semigroup, then any non-negative integer must belong also to the numerical semigroup, because any non-negative integer is a finite sum of 1's. Thus, the unique numerical semigroup with genus 1 is {0} ∪ {i ∈ N 0 : i 2} and n 1 = 1. In [40] all terms of the sequence n g are computed up to genus 37 and the terms of genus up to 50 are computed in [8] . Recently we computed n 51 = 164253200784 and n 52 = 266815155103. It is conjectured in [8] that the sequence given by the numbers n g of numerical semigroups of genus g asymptotically behaves like the Fibonacci numbers and so it increases by a portion of the golden ratio. More precisely, it is conjectured that (1) n g n g−1 + n g−2 , (2) lim g→∞ ng−1+ng−2 ng
is the golden ratio. Notice that (2) and (3) are equivalent. . The values in this graphic correspond to the values in Table 2 . Table 2 .
By now, only some bounds are known for n g which become very poor when g approaches infinity [9, 20] . Other contributions related to this sequence can be found in [40, 41, 65, 44, 12, 11, 74, 37, 3] .
In Table 2 there are the results obtained for all numerical semigroups with genus up to 52. For each genus we wrote the number of numerical semigroups of the given genus, the Fibonacci-like-estimated value given by the sum of the number of semigroups of the two previous genus, the value of the quotient ng−1+ng−2 ng
, and the value of the quotient ng ng−1 . In Figure 2 and Figure 3 we depicted the behavior of these quotients. From these graphics one can predict that ng−1+ng−2 ng approaches 1 as g approaches infinity whereas ng ng−1 approaches the golden ratio as g approaches infinity.
The number n g is usually studied by means of the tree rooted at the semi- group N 0 and for which the children of a semigroup are the semigroups obtained by taking out one by one its generators larger than or equal to its conductor [8, 9, 11, 20] . This tree was previously used in [64, 63] . It is illustrated in Figure 4 . It contains all semigroups exactly once and the semigroups at depth g have genus g. So, n g is the number of nodes of the tree at depth g. Some alternatives for counting semigroups of a given genus without using this tree have been considered in [12, 3, 74] . The Hamming distance between two vectors of the same length is the number of positions in which they do not agree. The weight of a vector is the number of its non-zero components or, equivalently, its Hamming distance to the zero vector. The minimum distance d of a linear code C is the minimum Hamming distance between two code words in C. Equivalently, it is the minimum weight of all code words in C. The correction capability of a code is the maximum num-ber of errors that can be added to any code word, with the code word being still uniquelly identifiable. The correction capability of a linear code with minimum
One-point codes Let P be a rational point of the algebraic smooth curve X F defined over F q with Weierstrass semigroup Λ. Suppose that the enumeration of Λ is λ. Recall that A = m 0 L(mP ) is the ring of rational functions having poles only at P . We will say that the order of f ∈ A\{0} is s if v P (f ) = −λ s . The order of 0 is considered to be either −1 [52] or −∞ [35] . In the present work we will consider the order of 0 to be −1 although both would be fine. We denote the order of f by ρ(f ).
One can find an infinite basis z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z i , . . . of A such that v P (z i ) = −λ i or, equivalently, ρ(z i ) = i. Consider a set of rational points P 1 , . . . , P n different from P and the map ϕ : A −→ F q n defined by ϕ(f ) = (f (P 1 ), . . . , f (P n )). To each finite subset W ⊆ N 0 we associate the one-point code
We say that W is the set of parity checks of C W . The one-point codes for which W = {0, 1, . . . , m} are called classical one-point codes. In this case we write C m for C W .
Decoding one-point codes
This section presents a sketch of a decoding algorithm for C W . The aim is to justify the conditions guaranteeing correction of errors. Suppose that a code word c ∈ C W is sent and that an error e is added to it so that the received word is u = c + e. We will use t for the number of non-zero positions in e.
Definition 62. A polynomial f is an error-locator of an error vector e if and only if
f (P i ) = 0 whenever e i = 0. The footprint of e is the set
It is well known that #∆ e = t and that ∆ e is -closed. That is, if i j and j ∈ ∆ e then i ∈ ∆ e . If for each minimal element in N 0 \ ∆ e with respect to we can find an error-locator with that order then localization of errors is guaranteed.
Definition 63. Define the syndrome of orders i, j as
The syndrome matrix S 
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The matrix S r ′ r is the matrix S r ′ r , transposed. By Lemma 2, if i ⊕ j = k then there exist a 0 , . . . , a k such that
The syndromes depend on e which is initially unknown. So, in general, s ij and s k are unknown. For a polynomial f = z r + a r−1 z r−1 + · · · + a 0 z 0 , being an error locator means that (a 0 , . . . , a r )S for all r ′′ < r ′ . The first difficulty is that only a few syndromes are known. This is overcome by using a majority voting procedure.
We proceed iteratively, considering the non-gaps of Λ by increasing order. Suppose that all syndromes s ij are known for i⊕j < k and we want to compute the syndromes s ij with i ⊕ j = k. By equation 5 this is equivalent to finding s k . If k ∈ W then the computation can be done by just using the definition of C W :
Otherwise we establish a voting procedure to determine s k
In the voting procedure the voters are the elements i k for which (x 0 , . . . , x i−1 , 1)S i,k⊖i−1 = 0 and (y 0 , . . . , y k⊖i−1 , 1)S k⊖i,i−1 = 0 have non-zero solutions. We consider the valuẽ
3 as a candidate for s i,k⊖i . Notice that if s i,k⊖i =s i,k⊖i then (x 0 , . . . , x i−1 , 1)S i,k⊖i = 0 and (y 0 , . . . , y k⊖i−1 , 1)S k⊖i,i = 0. Otherwise, if s i,k⊖i =s i,k⊖i then there exist no error-locators of order i and no error-locators of order k ⊖ i. Sinces i,k⊖i is a candidate for s i,k⊖i , the associated candidates k for s k will be derived from the equations i,k⊖i = a ksk + a k−1 s k−1 + · · · + a 0 s 0 , where a 0 , . . . , a k are such that
Lemma 64.
• If i ∈ N k and i, k ⊖ i ∈ ∆ e then i is a voter and its vote coincides with s k .
2 An explanation for this can be found in [56, 35, 14] . • If a voter i votes for a wrong cadidate for s k then i, k ⊖ i ∈ ∆ e .
• If ν k > 2#(N k ∩ ∆ e ) then a majority of voters vote for the right value s k .
Proof. The first two items are deduced from what has been said before. Consider the sets
By the previous items, the wrong votes are at most #A while the right votes are at least #D.
Obviously, ν k = #A + #B + #C + #D, #(N k ∩ ∆ e ) = #A + #B = #A + #C. So, the difference between the right and the wrong votes is at least
The conclusion of this section is the next theorem.
The ν sequence, classical codes, and Feng-Rao improved codes
From the equality #∆ e = t we deduce the next lemma.
Lemma 66. If the number t of errors in e satisfies
t ⌊ νi−1 2 ⌋, then ν i > 2#(N i ∩∆ e ).
The ν sequence and the minimum distance of classical codes
Theorem 65 and Lemma 66 can be used in order to get an estimate of the minimum distance of a one-point code. The next definition arises from [23, 35, 39] .
Definition 67.
The order bound on the minimum distance of the classical code C W , with W = {0, . . . , m} is
The order bound is also referred to as the Feng-Rao bound. The order bound is proved to be a lower bound on the minimum distance for classical codes [23, 35, 39] .
From Lemma 51 we deduce that ν i+1 ν i+2 and so
A refined version of the order bound is
While d ORD only depends on the Weierstrass semigroup, d
P1,...,Pn ORD depends also on the points P 1 , . . . , P n . Since our point of view is that of numerical semigroups we will concentrate on d ORD .
Generalized Hamming weights are a generalization of the minimum distance of a code with many applications to coding theory but also to other fields such as cryptography. For the generalized Hamming weights of one-point codes there is a generalization of the order bound based also on the associated Weierstrass semigroups. We will not discuss this topic here but the reader interested in it can see [34, 22] .
On the order bound on the minimum distance
In this section we will find a formula for the smallest m for which d ORD (C i ) = ν i+1 for all i m, for the case of acute semigroups. At the end we will use Munuera-Torres and Oneto-Tamone's results to generalize this formula. 
Then, 
Let l = c − d − 1. Notice that l is the number of gaps between the conductor and the dominant. Since Λ is acute, the l integers before c ′ are also gaps. Let
For all 1 i l, both (c ′ − i) and (d + i) are in D(k) because they are gaps and
Moreover, there are no more gaps in D(k) because, if j c
Now suppose that j k. By Remark 69, λ k c and so
where
Notice that A(j) ∩ B(j) = ∅ and hence #D(j) = #A(j) + #B(j).
We have
otherwise.
So,
Hence, by (7),
So, by (7) and since both c + c ′ − 2 and 2d are larger than or equal to c, the result follows. 
Then, m is the smallest integer for which
for all i m. Table 3 we have, for each integer from 0 to λ −1 (2c − 2), the values λ i , ν i and d ORD (C i ). 
If Λ is symmetric then
Proof.
1. We already saw in the proof of Lemma 38 that if Λ is symmetric then 
The ν sequence and Feng-Rao improved codes
The one-point codes whose set W of parity checks is selected so that the orders outside W satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 66 and W is minimal with this property are called Feng-Rao improved codes. They were defined in [24, 35] .
Definition 79. Given a rational point P of an algebraic smooth curve X F defined over F q with Weierstrass semigroup Λ and sequence ν with associated basis z 0 , z 1 , . . . and given n other different points P 1 , . . . , P n of X F , the associated Feng-Rao improved code guaranteeing correction of t errors is defined as
On the improvement of the Feng-Rao improved codes
Feng-Rao improved codes will actually give an improvement with respect to classical codes only if ν i is decreasing at some i. We next study this condition.
Lemma 80. If Λ is an ordinary numerical semigroup with enumeration λ then
Proof. It is obvious that ν 0 = 1 and that ν i = 2 whenever 0 < λ i < 2λ 1 . So, since 2λ 1 = λ λ1+1 , we have that ν i = 2 for all 1 i λ 1 . Finally, if λ i 2λ 1 then all non-gaps up to λ i −λ 1 are in N i as well as λ i , and none of the remaining non-gaps are in N i . Now, if the genus of Λ is g, then ν i = λ i − λ 1 + 2 − g and
As a consequence of Lemma 80, the ν sequence is non-decreasing if Λ is an ordinary numerical semigroup. We will see in this section that ordinary numerical semigroups are in fact the only semigroups for which the ν sequence is non-decreasing. Proof. Let λ be the enumeration of Λ. Let us see by induction that, for any non-negative integer i,
where ⊔ means the union of disjoint sets.
Notice that if (i) is satisfied for all i, then {j ∈ N 0 : j i} ⊆ N λ −1 (2λi) for all i, and hence by Lemma 23 Λ is Arf. It is obvious that both (i) and (ii) are satisfied for the case i = 0. Suppose i > 0. By the induction hypothesis, ν λ −1 (λi−1+λi) = 2i. Now, since (ν i ) is not decreasing and 2λ i > λ i−1 + λ i , we have ν λ −1 (2λi) 2i. On the other hand, if j, k ∈ N 0 are such that j k and λ j + λ k = 2λ i then λ j λ i and λ k λ i . So, λ(N λ −1 (2λi) ) ⊆ {λ j : 0 j i} ⊔ {2λ i − λ j : 0 j < i} and hence ν λ −1 (2λi) 2i if and only if N λ −1 (2λi) = {j ∈ N 0 : j i} ⊔ {λ −1 (2λ i − λ j ) : 0 j < i}. This proves (i).
Finally, (i) implies ν λ −1 (2λi) = 2i + 1 and (ii) follows by an analogous argumentation. Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 82 and Lemma 80.
As a consequence of Theorem 82 we can show that the only numerical semigroups for which the associated classical codes are not improved by the FengRao improved codes, at least for one value of t, are ordinary semigroups.
Corollary 84. Given a numerical semigroup Λ define m(δ) = max{i ∈ N 0 : ν i < δ}. There exists at least one value of δ for which {i ∈ N 0 : ν i < δ} {i ∈ N 0 : i m(δ)} if and only if Λ is non-ordinary.
Generic errors and the τ sequence
All the results in these sections are based on [14, 15, 10] . Correction of generic errors has already been considered in [53, 50, 36] .
Generic errors
Definition 85. The points P i1 , . . . , P it (P ij = P ) are generically distributed if no non-zero function generated by z 0 , . . . , z t−1 vanishes in all of them. In the context of one-point codes, generic errors are those errors whose non-zero positions correspond to generically distributed points. Equivalently, e is generic if and only if ∆ e = ∆ t := {0, . . . , t − 1}.
Generic errors of weight t can be a very large proportion of all possible errors of weight t [33] . Thus, by restricting the errors to be corrected to generic errors the decoding requirements become weaker and we are still able to correct almost all errors. In some of these references generic errors are called independent errors. There are a total of (q 2 − q)(q + 1) such points. The total number of affine points is then q + (q 2 − q)(q + 1) = q 3 . If we distinguish the point P ∞ , we can take z 0 = 1, 
The 
Conditions for correcting generic errors
In the next lemma we find conditions guaranteeing the majority voting step for generic errors. It is a reformulation of results that appeared in [51, 14, 10] Lemma 87. Let Σ t = N 0 \ ∆ t = t + N 0 . The following conditions are equivalent.
Proof. Let A = {i ∈ N k : i, k ⊖ i ∈ ∆ t }, D = {i ∈ N k : i, k ⊖ i ∈ Σ t }. By an argument analogous to that in the proof of Lemma 64, ν k > 2#(N k ∩ ∆ e ) is equivalent to #D > #A. If this inequality is satisfied then #D > 0 and so k ∈ Σ t ⊕Σ t . On the other hand, min Σ t ⊕Σ t = t⊕t > (t−1)⊕(t−1) = max ∆ t ⊕∆ t . So, Σ t ⊕ Σ t ∩ ∆ t ⊕ ∆ t = ∅ and, if k ∈ Σ t ⊕ Σ t then k ∈ ∆ t ⊕ ∆ t and so #A = 0 implying #D > #A.
The equivalence of k ∈ Σ t ⊕ Σ t and τ k t is straightforward.
The one-point codes whose set W of parity checks is selected so that the orders outside W satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 87 and W is minimal with this property are called improved codes correcting generic errors. They were defined in [4, 14] .
Definition 88. Given a rational point P of an algebraic smooth curve X F defined over F q with Weierstrass semigroup Λ and sequence ν with associated basis z 0 , z 1 , . . . and given n other different points P 1 , . . . , P n of X F , the associated improved code guaranteeing correction of t generic errors is defined as CR * (t) =< (z i (P 1 ), . . . , z i (P n )) : i ∈R * (t) > ⊥ , whereR * (t) = {i ∈ N 0 : τ i < t}.
Comparison of improved codes and classical codes correcting generic errors
Classical evaluation codes are those codes for which the set of parity checks corresponds to all the elements up to a given order. Thus, the classical evaluation code with maximum dimension correcting t generic errors is defined by the set of checks R * (t) = {i ∈ N 0 : i m(t)} where m(t) = max{i ∈ N 0 : τ i < t}. Then, by studying the monotonicity of the τ sequence we can compare R * (t) and R * (t) and the associated codes. It is easy to check that for the trivial numerical semigroup one has τ 2i = τ 2i+1 = i for all i ∈ N 0 . That is, the τ sequence is The next lemma gives, for non-ordinary semigroups, the smallest index m for which τ is non-decreasing from τ m on. We will use the notation ⌊a⌋ Λ to denote the semigroup floor of a non-negative integer a, that is, the largest nongap of Λ which is at most a. Proof. For statement 1 notice that both 2d and 2d + 1 belong to Λ because they must be larger than the conductor. Furthermore, τ λ −1 (2d) = λ −1 (d) = c − g − 1 while τ λ −1 (2d+1) = τ λ −1 (2d)+1 < λ −1 (d) because d + 1 ∈ Λ. Statement 2 follows from the fact that if λ i < 2d then τ i < λ −1 (d) = c−g −1. For statement 3 suppose that i > m. Notice that 2d is the largest non-gap that can be written as a sum of two non-gaps both of them smaller than the conductor c. Then if j k i and λ j + λ k = λ i it must be λ k c and so τ i = λ −1 (⌊λ i − c⌋ Λ ). Since both λ −1 and ⌊·⌋ Λ are non-decreasing, so is τ i for i > m.
Corollary 92. The only numerical semigroups for which the τ sequence is non-decreasing are ordinary semigroups.
A direct consequence of Corollary 92 is that the classical code determined by R * (t) is always worse than the improved code determined by R * (t) at least for one value of t unless the corresponding numerical semigroup is ordinary. From Lemma 91 we can derive that R * (t) and R * (t) coincide from a certain point and we can find this point. We summarize the results of this section in the next Corollary.
On the other hand, suppose that τ i = ⌊ νi−1 2 ⌋ for all non-negative integer i. This means that all integers less than or equal to τ r belong to N r for any non-negative integer r. If i j k then τ λ −1 (λi+λj ) j k and by hypothesis k ∈ N λ −1 (λi+λj ) , which means that λ i + λ j − λ k ∈ Λ. This implies that Λ is Arf. Statement 1) of Lemma 58 for the case when i > 0 is a direct consequence of Theorem 94 and Lemma 51.
Finally, Theorem 94 together with Lemma 58 has the next corollary. Different versions of this result appeared in [4, 14, 10] . The importance of the result is that it shows that the improved codes correcting generic errors do always require at most as many checks as the Feng-Rao improved codes correcting any kind of errors. It also states conditions under which their redundancies are equal and characterizes Arf semigroups as the unique semigroups for which there is no improvement.
Corollary 95.
1. R * (t) ⊆ R(t) for all t ∈ N 0 .
2. R * (t) = R(t) for all t c − g.
R * (t) = R(t) for all t ∈ N 0 if and only if the associated numerical semigroup is Arf.
Proof. Statement 1. and 3. follow immediately from Theorem 94 and the fact that R(t) = {i ∈ N 0 : νi−1 2 < t} and R * (t) = {i ∈ N 0 : τ i < t}. For statement 2., we can use that for i 2c − g − 1, τ i = ⌊ νi−1 2 ⌋ (Theorem 94) and that for i 2c − g − 1, τ i c − g − 1 (Lemma 58), being c − g − 1 the largest value of τ j before it starts being non-decreasing (Lemma 91).
Further reading
We tried to cite the specific bibliography related to each section within the text. Next we mention some more general references: The book [59] has many results on numerical semigroups, including some of the problems presented in the first section of this chapter but also many others. The book [57] is also devoted to numerical semigroups from the perspective of the Frobenius' coin exchange problem. Algebraic geometry codes have been widely explained in different books such as [72, 67, 56] . For one-point codes and also their relation with Weierstrass semigroups an important reference is the chapter [35] .
